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LAw DmcEs 

RIFKIND, STERLING &. LOCKWOOD 

December 28, 1978 

[NCORPOltArl:D 

9454 WILSHIRE BOULEVARD 

BEVERLY HILLS, CALIFORNIA 90212 
(213) Z78-0970 

Rabbi Herbert Friedman 
American Friends of 

Jerusalem Academy 
75 East 55th Street 
Suite 501 
New York, New York 10022 

Re: Western Regional Leadership 
Conf erence--Young Leadership Progranuning 

Dear Herb: 

Confirming the telephone conversation on Friday, December 22, 
1978, between yourself, myself, Torn Hurwitz and Gary Bess, the 
Young Leadership Program at the Western Regional Leadership 
Conference in Palm Springs will be directed toward providing 
the participants with a perspective on their roles in corronunity 
leadership and the applicability of their involvement to their 
daily lives. Your presentation will be arranged in subtopics, 
in order of progression as follows : 

1. Self-Identification 

2. Commitment 

3. Action 

4 . Results 

The subtopics will be presented in 15-20 minute blocks, followed 
by periods of discussion on each subtopic. Chairs will be 
arranged in a circular design, to facilitate the kind of group 
interaction which will allow participants to ask questions and 
to dialogue with you and with one another. Interwoven through
out your presentation will be examples in recent history and in 
contemporary events which bear out the realization that Jewish 
survival is linked to community involvement. 

The program will begin with lunch on Friday, January 19, 1979 at 
noon. Your presentation will begin around 1 p.m. and end around 
4 p.rn. 
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RIFKIND, STERLING & LOCKWOOD 

Rabbi Herbert Friedman 
December 28 , 1978 
Page Two 

I NC OJl1"011.Arl:D 

Within the next few days, Tom Hurwitz or Gary Bess will work out 
with the UJA Speaker ' s Bureau your travel schedule from St. Louis 
to Los Angeles on Thursday , January 18th. Either Gary Bess or a 
member of the Young Leadership Cabinet will meet you in Los 
Angeles and drive you to Palm Springs . 

On behalf of the Young Leadership Cabinet, please accept our 
thanks for your continued support and inspiration . 

L ~Palm Springs , 

Richard s . Friedman 
Western Region Chairman 
YOUNG LEADERSHIP CABINET 

RSF: jpd 

cc : Mr. Jan Saltzman 
Mr . Irwin H. Goldenberg 
Mr . Ralph J . Stern 
Mr. Stanley D. Frankel 
Rabbi Laurence H. Rubinstein 
Mr. Tom Hurwitz 
Mr . Gary Bess 



IRVING BERNSTEIN 
July 12, 1979 

HIGHLIGHTS OF RECENT NEWS AND EVENTS 

1980 : KEYSTONE CAMPAIGN OF A DECADE 

A new era in American Jewish community fundraising was ushered 
in at the CJF Quarterly in Denver . The national leadership of 
UJA and CJF called upon federations to plan and carry out a 
1980 campaign of unprecedented peacetime dimensions, and to 
set the standards for the decade of the 1980's. The dimensions 
were described by UJA National Chairman Irwin S . Field: 

"This 1980 campaign we are approaching is complex and challeng
ing and may be the toughest we have ever faced. In the past - 
despite our best intentions , despite our sense of pride, our 
feelings of unity, our readiness to take on every challenge -
our campaigns in non- war years have shown an average national 
increase of only two percent each year . . . In 1980 and in the 
decade of the 80's, we must move off that plateau and we must 
move off fast and far. We need to conduct a campaign of a dif
ferent sort, in a different manner, with a different attitude, 
a different approach. 

"This is no longer business as usual, doing what we did in 1976 
and 1977 and 1978 . It is not a single issue campaign . It is a 
campaign in which the issues are vast and interlocked and yet as 
clear as headlines: transition to peace, Jewish migration , in
flation here and in Israel, Project Renewal . . . Every one affects 
Jewish life here at home as well as in Israel. Every one is 
worthy of a separate campaign. Combined, they challenge us to 
a magnitude of increased giving we have never before attained . 

"Can we do it? Do we have the capacity to mount that kind of 
campaign? CJF President Morton Mandel and I believe we can . 
We believe that, working together in a new spirit of cooperation 
and endeavor, the American Jewish community can unite to accept 
the issues, the magnitude and the responsibilities of 1980." 

* * * 

NOW, MORE THAN EVER, WE ARE ONE 

In Denver, CJF leaders called on federations to close ranks in 
a 1980 campaign of heightened unity. Albert Ratner reminded 
delegates of the American Jewish community's potential for a 
campaign far in excess of 1980 needs: 

"If the lowest per capita communities in North America contri
buted the same average gifts as the highest per capita communi
ties, we would have raised $1 billion this year, not less than 
half a billion. 
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"Do any of us believe there are only 6,655 Jews in North America 
who can give $10,000 or more ... less than a thousand who can 
give $50,000 or more •.. only 22 who can give $500,000 or more 
•.. and only six who can give $1 million or more? I know we can 
find a way to meet our total needs. Because we care, because we 
have a heart and because we have a heritage, what we will do to
gether will be awesome." 

Martin E. Citrin, Chairman, CJF Advisory Committee on Campaign 
Planning, epitomized the spirit of Denver with this call for 
strength and unity to match the demands of the 1980 campaign: 

"We do not approach this task from a position of weakness, but 
from strength. Our army of committed givers and workers has per
formed prodigies in the past. Now we are challenged to bring into 
our work a new sense of mission, a new dynamic • • . a new unity in 
which national leaders fully understand local responsibilities, 
local leaders fully understand overseas responsibilities and both 
treat all needs as their own . • • We are trying to make Israel 
secure while we strengthen Jewish life around the world and here 
at home . This is unity at its best." 

* * * 
FIVE KEYS TO CAMPAIGN '80 

Following the historic Denver meeting, UJA and CJF volunteer and 
professional leadership have been engaged in a crucial process of 
consultation and planning with federations across the country. 
This dialogue, continuing through the summer, is focusing around 
five key words, developed at the UJA National Campaign Policy Board 
annual meeting in May, for carrying out the intensive special effort 
needed in the keystone campaign: earlier ••• education .•• training 
• . • mass ••. parallel. 

Earlier - - Discussion in depth with leadership during the swr.1ner , 
to create awareness of campaign dimensions and obtain individual 
and community agreement to assume responsibility for meeting them. 

Education -- Take nothing for granted, not even leadership aware
ness of the four campaign issues and their impact on Jewish life 
everywhere . 

Training -- Train people to campaign: not to be order takers , 
accepting whatever is offerea, but to be communicators , advocates, 
inspirers. 

Mass -- As we responded in war , so should we respond in this criti
car-year of transition to peace -- which means sensitizing all 
elements in our communities to the issues and to the importance 
of doing more to meet them. 

Parallel -- Instead of reaching out one level at a time , 1980 re
quires moving along all tracks at the same time, for maximum cover
age and maximum response. 

* * * 
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Air Base Builders Chosen 
The Army Corps of Engineers has cho

sen two consortiums, of contractors for 
the SI-billion job of buildin& two new Is
raeli air bases in the Negev desert. The 
new bases will replace Sinai bases Israel 
is giving up as part of its peace treaty with 
Egypt. 

One of the consortiums selected is 
Negev Airbase Constructors, a joint ven
ture of the Perini Corp. of Framingham, 
Mass.; Harbart Construction Corp. of 
Birmingham, Ala.; Paul N. Howard Co. 
of Green~boro, N.C.; !lnd Loui!I Rerger 
International, Inc. of East Orange, N .J. 

The other consortium is Air Base Con
structors, a joint venture of the Guy S. 
Atkinson Co. of San Francisco; the Bil
lingham Corp. of Honolulu; the Nello L. 
Teer Co. of Durham, N .C.; and 
Tippetts-Abbett-MacCarthy-Stratton of 
New York. 

The Army said work will begin im
mediately on the bases, which are to be 
operational within three years-the time 
at which the last Israeli troops are to 
withdraw from Sinai. 0 
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TliC PLO's tatest !!rime aptnst human
ity c:an perhaps be best undentood by re
c:allina a passage describing a sinular 
dealh ofa c:hild. It comes from John Her
sey"sThr Wall. a novel about the Warsaw 
Gheno uprising when Jews bid in sewers 
and bunkers: 

·'The baby might summon the Ger
mans • • . Rutka by now had given up 
all special effons to still the child and 
was merely holdiq him with bis face to 
her breast and was rockiq back and 
forth . . . [The baby] bowled . . • 
suddenly the child was silent . . . 
Rutka did not know until the infant's 
check grew cold aaainst her breast that 
it was dead." ~ 
A sovereign and securedsracJ will 

guarantee that there will be no more 
_ahdto Jll&ssacres. But the events in 
lNahariya~how the murderous affinity be
tw~n the Nazi butchen of then and the 
PLO of now. The media wlurc: to label 
the perpetrators for what they arc indi
caru a traaic moral failure . 

-LEONARD J. DAVIS 
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IRVING BERNSTEIN 

FOR YOUR INFORMATION APRIL 11, 1979 

HIGHLIGHTS OF RECENT NEWS AND EVENTS 

DAYS OF REDEDICATION 

Celebrating Passover and preparing to count the days to Shavuot, 
our hopes are buoyed by the treaty which has started the people 
of Israel on the road to peace. This historic achievement, how
ever, does not invite us to relax our efforts to strengthen Jewish 
life in our time; it challenges us instead to rededicate ourselves 
to that goal. We are therefore determined to do what we have 
never been able to do before ••• by concluding the 1979 campaign 
at levels of increase above those attained in the first half of the 
campaign. In these days of rededication, we are facing four clear 
imperatives - four areas of heavy cost increase in our human support 
programs - which demand our all-out effort. 

l. The "cost of peace." The physical costs of withdrawal and re
deployment will severely burden Israel's already sorely pressed 
people. The reconstruction will increase inflationary pressures. 
American aid will only partly meet these physical costs, and none 
of it will be applied to satisfying the rising human needs. It's 
our job, through an intensified campaign, to strengthen the Jewish 
Agency's absorption and resettlement services. 

2. Increased Soviet Jewish emigration. The number of Jews leaving 
the Soviet union will rise sharply this year; as many as 50,000 
may emerge from oppression. Almost all of them, in about equal 
numbers, will be coming to Israel and the United States. Some of 
our communities will be receiving two and three times the number 
they were privileged to accept last year. Meeting that additional 
resettlement cost is another major challenge - and opportunity -
for our community campaigns. 

3. Rising inflation. In Israel, where an inflation rate that 
neared 50 percent last year will be accelerated by treaty-mandated 
construction, all social service and education programs in the 
national budget will be trimmed •.. and the Jewish Agency will be 
trying to take up the slack in the face of that same severe inflation. 
Here at home, continually rising inflation - attacking our ability 
to meet the added Soviet Jewish resettlement costs and maintain our 
local programs and services at maximum human-support level - calls 
for a major response. 

4. Project Renewal: our "bridge to peace." With the beginning of 
peace, expectations are soaring among the immigrant families in 
Israel's distressed neighborhoods. T~ey want their full share of 
the brighter future ahead and are working hard and diligently in 
their neighborhood action committees to secure it. Our swift, 
massive and continual aid, through Project Renewal, is vital to 
their hopes: a bridge to that peacetime future they so rightfully 
demand and so richly deserve. 
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TOOLS OF REDEDICATION 

To help communities carry out their second-half rededication cam
paigns, a full range of national UJA support services has been 
mobilized. National leaders are prepared, on virtually an around
the-clock basis, to assist in solicitation and resolicitation of 
major gifts, and in approaches to previous non-givers and under-
givers ••• Printed materials - ads, brochures, draft letters, fact 
sheets, etc. - are available ••• Live hookups from New York and Jerusalem 
with officials at the Rome nerve center of Soviet migration are on 
standby to meet community requests ••• UJA Rabbinic Cabinet is 
supplying rabbis with sermonic materials on campaign issues for 49 
Days of Counting from Passover to Shavuot ••• All lines of communica
tion established during Dialogue/'79 remain open, and any requested 
community consultations can be arranged swiftly. 

REDEDICATION IN ACTION 

Orange County, Calif. - An outstanding breakthrough here shows 
that concerned American Jews are ready to accept the extra dimen
sion in giving demanded by rededication: a $1,800 contributor 
has pledged $275,000 for 1979; division between regular campaign 
and Project Renewal to be determined. 

Philadelphia created an "I Pledged for Peace" campaign with a con
tinuing Phonathon, and thousands of bumper stickers and store 
window decals distributed; special effort was widely covered in 
general press. Planning all-out resolicitation of major gifts, 
with national leadership participation. 

Los Angeles initiated "30 Days of Rededication" with April 3 dinner 
tribute to Golda Meir; using slogan of NO BUSINESS AS USUAL! and 
marking off 30 days on huge banner at federation headquarters. 
Called in local agency directors and presidents to discuss increased 
cost issues and underline importance to them of stepped-up campaign 
effort. 

Miami held peace convocation, heavily attended by media, in con
JUnction with Rabbinical Association; Passover material carried 
heading: "All of Israel's Problems Are Now Solved -- If You Think 
That, Think Again"; radio spot campaign proclaims: "War costs lives, 
peace costs money." 

Milwaukee has scheduled intensified Tele-Pledge drive, April 22-27; 
called in all associate campaign and division chairmen for compre
hensive reassignment of cards; plans a Rome hookup for April 24 
(Yorn Hashoa) report meeting. 

San Francisco is organizing a "Week of Rededication," April 30-May 4. 

Hartford added a community-wide interfaith peace observance on 
treaty night to a highly successful celebrity telethon two weeks 
before, creating solidly broadened base for increased lower level 
giving. 
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CALENDAR UPDATE: REDEDICATION OPPORTUNITIES 

A ril 24: Yorn Hashoa/Memorial Da Both 
houses o Congress wi 1 ad)ourn or one our at noon or special 
memorial program with address by President Jimmy Carter and 
response by Elie Wiesel; some state legislatures holding remem
brance services. Presents opportunities for wide range of local 
programs; Los Angeles holding candlelight march from Yeshiva u. 
Simon Wiesenthal Center on the Holocaust to federation building. 

April 28-29: National "Days of Remembrance." Proclaimed by 
President Carter on recommendation of Committee on the Holocaust. 
Several UJA films, including last year's "From Destruction to 
Redemption," highly appropriate for meetings on these days. For 
rental information, contact Buzz Warren. 

May 2: Yorn Haatzmaut/Israel Independence Day. Target date for 
Days of Rededication in many communities. Unique UJA Haggadah 
for Independence Day available for special family or community 
seders; order from Larry Siegel. Department of Creative and Educa
tional Events will arrange mini-dramatic programs; contact 
Issachar Miron. 

May 6: UJA National Walk-A-Thon. About 200 communities to "Walk 
as One on the Road to Renewal"; some converting to "Road to Peace," 
others marking off Rededication Route ••• Norwalk, Conn. petitioning 
town council to establish "United Jewish Appeal Street" for day; 
Cleveland adding jogathon and encouraging two- and three-generation 
family walks. For assistance and information, contact Steve Schiffman. 

Ma Yorn Yerushala im/Jerusalem Reunification Da . Peace pro-
cess eig tens s1gn1 icance o unite Jerusa em, po itically and 
symbolically. Many communities adopting date for campaign closing. 

THE WORLD WE LIVE IN 

As we look back in remembrance of oppression, and ahead with 
rededication to renewing Jewish life, we continue to live in a 
world largely indifferent or hostile. A world where many refuse 
to remember and others are dedicated only to oppressing Jewish life. 
Where nee-fascist Italian youths at a basketball game scream "Jews 
into the oven!n .•. where Austrian Chancellor Kreisky cautions view
ers of the TV uHolocaust" not to judge Germans of the time "without 
knowing of the pain that is haunting them" •.. where a third year of 
imposed silence begins for Anatoly Shcharansky -- and where Ida 
Nudel, living in terrifying conditions in a Siberian exile camp, 
sleeps with a knife under her pillow, to take her own life if need be. 

ALBERT EINSTEIN: 1879-1979 

This year marks the centennary of the birth of Albert Einstein, the 
century's greatest figure and a deeply concerned son of the Jewish 
people. Einstein always remembered the Holocaust he escaped and 
gave generously of his time and energy to raising funds for Israel's 
people. He was Honorary President of the first UJA campaign in 1939 
and lent his name and prestige to many Princeton fundraising events. 
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At one dinner - recalls Ralph J. Kaplan of Los Angeles, the guest 
speaker that evening - Einstein made this typically wise and per
ceptive statement: "When I first published my Theory of Relativity, 
it was just a theory not yet proven. I had no doubts that should my 
theory prove correct, the Germans would acclaim me as their countryman 
and the French would call me a citizen of the world. If my theory, 
however, had been proven wrong, the French would have called me a 
German and the Germans a Jew." 

QUOTES 

Israel alone is called upon for a traumati c surgical experience, 
required to dismantle naval installations, uproot airfields, give up 
direct access to an oil supply, remove settlers from new and cherished 

j~ homes and renounce the strategic depth on which we have largely 
relied for a sense of security over the past 11 years •.. We are 
prepared to make those sacrifices because of the immense benefits 
involved. The "price of peace" can never reach such dimensions as to 
equal the smallest fraction of war's deadly cost. 

Abba S. Eban 

Peace is not absence of war. It is a virtue, a state of mind, a 
disposition for benevolence, confidence, justice. 

Benedict Spinoza 

What we need to discover in the social realm is the moral equi
valent of war; something heroic that will speak to men as univer
sally as war does, and yet will be as compatible with their spi
ritual selves as war has proved itself to be incompatible. 

William James 

The cry of "Let my people go!" has survived the ages -- from the 
days of the Pharaohs to the final demise of the Nazis and the 
creation of the Jewish homeland. It will never be silenced. 

John c. Sawhill 
President, N.Y.U. 

Man is here for the sake of other men •.. for those upon whose 
smile and well being our own happiness depends •.. and also for 
the countless unknown souls with whose fate we are connected. 

Albert Einstein 

Judaism is not a science of nature but a science of what man 
ought to do with nature. It is concerned above all with the 
problem of living. It takes deeds more seriously than things. 
Jewish law is, in a sense, a science of deeds. 

Abraham Joshua Heschel 
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!t!AILGRAM F1'0M IRWIN FIELD TO CAMPAIGN CHAIRMEN 
AND EXECUTIVE DIRECTORS 

THE FOLLOWING MAILGRAM BAS BEEN SENT TO ALL CAMPAIGN 

CahI~'1EN AUD ~cUTr.n D'.::RECTORS • 

MARCH 25 MEETING WITH BIG 16 CAMPAIGN LEADERS DISCUSSING INTENSIFIED 

SECOND HALF CAMPAJ:GN FOCUSED ON FOLLOWING ISSUES AND RESOURCES 

FOR FINISHING 1979 CAMPAIGN AT HIGHEST LEVEL OF ACHIEVEMENT. 

PER.IOD BEGINNING APRIL l AND EXTENDING TO ISRAEL INDEPEND&~CE DAY 

ON MAY 2 SHOULD BE "30 DAYS OF REDEDICATION• TO INFORM AND 

STIMULATE LEADERSHIP TO CONCLUDE CAMPAIGN AT LEVELS OF INCREASE 

AT LEAST EQUAL TO THOSE ACHIEVED Ill FIRST HALF • 

ISSUES: 

l. COST OF PEACE. 

2. PROJECT RENEWAL AS :BRIDGE TO PEACE. 

3. IMPACT OF SOVIET JEWISH L"!MIGRATION. 

4. INCREASED COSTS OF LOCAL SERVICES. 

RESOURCES: 

l.. NATIONAL LEADERS AVAILABLE TO COMMUNITIES TO SOL.ICIT $10,000 

PLUS GIFTS STILL OUT. 

2. NATIONAL LEADERS TO MAKE DIBECT CONTACT FOR RESOL.ICITATION OF 

$10, 000 PLUS GIFTS ALREADY CONCLUDED AT S&'!E VALUE AS '78 OR LESS, 

AS PER COMMD'NrrY REQUEST. 

3. CALLS FROM NATIONAL LEADERS IN TRADES OR DIVISIONS TO YOUR 

BIG GIFTS, WOME?i'S DIVISION &~/OR TRADES DIVISIONS CHAIRMEN, PER 

YOUR REQUEST, TO OFFER ASSISTANCE IN INDIVIDUAL SOLICITATIONS. 

4. TELEVISION PICTURE PHOl-n! AVAILABLE FOR FACE TO FACE COMMUNICA

TIONS WITH ISRAEL.I OR O.S. CONGRESSIO~ LEADERS OR OTBE.R NATIONAL 



F:tELD MA.II.GRAM - 2. 

LEADERS AT FOLLOWING CENTERS TO WHICH LOCAL LEADERS CAN BE 

BROUGHT: NEW YORK I ATLANTA I WASHINGTON I D. c . I LOS ANGELES, 

SAN FRANCISCO AND CRICAGO . 

5. DIRECT TELEPHONE HOOKUP FROM ROME OR ISRAEL WITH SENIOR 

OFFICIALS INVOLVED IN SOVIET JEWISH IMMIGRAT:ION. 

6. NATIONAL OFFICERS AND PRESIDENTS OF OJA, CJF, JDC, UIA 

ANO JEWISH AGENCY READY TO VISIT YOUR COMMUNrrY FOR MEETINGS 

TO ACCELERATE CAMPAIGN. 

7. SPECIFIC PUBLIC RELATIONS MATERIALS ON ABOVE ISSUES IN 

PROCESS, INCLUDING ADS, BROcntJRES, LETTERS, POSTERS. WILL BE 

AVAILABLE IN APRIL. 

8. SPECllL CAMPAIGN CBAIBMEN AND EXECUTIVE DIBECTORS MISSION 

PROPOSED TO ROME AND ISRAEL FOR STUDY OF IMMIGRATION SITUATION 

IN ORDER TO GIVE FIRSTHAND REPORT TO EACH COMMUNITY. 

9. MEE'llNGS CALLED BY CRA.Im!EN AND FEDE:RAT10N PRESIDENTS OF 

ALL COMMON:tTY LEADERSB:tP' nrcLOD:tNG CAMPAIGN, SYNAGOGUE, AND 

FEDERATION AGENCIES IN ORDER TO REVIEW WITH THEM FOUR ISSUES 

LISTED ABOVE, AND ESPECIALLY COST OF SOVIET IMMIGRATION. 

EVENTS: 

l. PASSOVER - ALL RABBIS BEING ASKED TO HELP SET CAMPAIGN 

CLJ:MATE Wl:TR HOLIDAY SEBMONS IN EFFORT TO REACH ALL FAMILIES 

DURING PASSOVER IN SYNAGOGUES AND EiOMES. BROCliUm: AVAILABLE 

FOR SYNAGOGUE DISTRIBUTION PLUS 9 FIFTH QUESTION• IN PREPARATION 

FOR HOME SEDERS. 

2. · DAYS OP' REMEMBRANCE, APRIL 22-29 -- ANNOUNCED BY PRESIDENT 

CARTER'S COMMISSION OF HOLOCAUST. WEEK INCLUDES: 

.. -' -



FIELD MA.II.GRAM - 3. 

A) YOM HASHOA, APRIL 24 -- OBSERVED IN ISRAEL AS TRIBUTE 

TO SIX MILLION MARTYRS OF THE HOLOCAUST. 

B) NATIONAL IMPORTANCE OF TRIS DATE UNDERLINED BY CERE

MONIES PLANNED FOR CAPITAL ROTUNDA WITH BOTH HOUSES OF CONGRESS. 

3. YOM HAATZMAUT, MAY 2 - ISRAEL- INDEPENDENCE DAY CARRIES 

SPECIAL MEANING AS FIRST IN 30 YEARS WITH PROSPECTS FOR PEACE. 

CAN BE MAJOR TARGET F'OR CAMPAIGN, WITH INDEPENDENCE DAY HAGGADAH 

PREVIOUSLY SENT OUT. 

4. JERUSALEM DAY, MAY 24-25 -- ANNIVERSARY OF REUNIFICATION 

OF JERUSALEM OBSERVED HERE MAY 24, IN J:SRAEL MAY 25. POSSIBLE 

CAMPAIGN CLOSING DATES WITH EXTRAORDINARY MEANING THIS YEAR 

BECAUSE OF JERUSALEM'S SPECIAL ROLE IN PEACE PROCESS. 

(To Headquarter Cities) 

I WILL CALL YOU IN NEXT FEW DAYS TO GET YOUR REACTIONS TO 

ABOVE ITEMS AND OTHER SUGGESTIONS YOU HAVE IN ORDER TO DETER

MINE ACTIONS WE SHOULD TAKE TOGETHER TO SUCCESSFULLY CONCLUDE 

1 79 CAMPAIGN BY ?GETING GREAT NEEDS PACDIG OS AT HOME AND 

OVEBSEAS. 

(To All Other Federated Cities) 

PLEASE CALL ME wrrB YOUR REACTIONS TO ABOVE ITEMS AND OTHER 

SUGGESTIONS YOU HAVE IN ORDER TO DETERMINE ACTIONS WE SHOULD 

TAKE TOGETHER TO SUCCESSFULLY CONCLUDE ' 7 9 C&'\fPAIGN BY MEETING 

GREAT NEEDS FACING US AT HOME AND OVERSEAS. 

79-450-20 



DIRECT MAIL PIECE - Project Renewal 

Dear Friend: 

There are 200,000 Jewish children "out there" - a little lost, troubled 

and apprehensive - living in areas of distress. They see a life of 

frustration for themselves if they stay where they are, living under the 

same conditions they have always had. They want to find a real home and 

future in Israel. Will you he.lp them? 

Of course you will. No question. But where is "out there"? Russia? 

Iran? Some other counrry of Jewish distress? No. They're in Israel. 

And they need your support just as urgently aa any home.less children who 

may have wandered the streets and byWays of Europe, Africa or Asia. 

I'm referring to the 200,000 children 1D the 160 distressed neighborhoods 

in Israel chosen fox- rehabilitation through Project B.enewa.l. They live 

in substandard overcrowded housing in areas with inadequate community 

facilities and limited social services. They feel themselves outside 

the mainstream of life in Israel and they want back in. 

For three decades, these youngsters and their parents have been patiently 

waiting - waiting for housing where they won't have to live four and six 

to a room, waiting for community centers so they won't just be ''banging 

around" and most important of all, waiting to see if anyone cares. 



Project Renewal is our way of helping them help themselves. And it's 

beginning to work right now, as teenagers participate in the grass roots 

planning taking place, working out approaches to getting the facilities and 

services they need to back up the new or improved housing when it comes. 

Menachem Begin told us that since a peace treaty bas been signed, the 

future of these youngsters is his number one pr!orlty. Yigal Yadin ba:s 

said thac Project Renewal is of greater importance to Israel than 100 jet 

fighter planes. 

Think about it . If those 200,000 children~ wandering among the hovels 

or alley ways of turbulent lands, wouldn't you eagerly support a community 

campaign to bring them to Israel? 

Now that peace has been achieved, those who have waited so long, so patiently, 

so quietly, for a better life will not wait any longer . Your Project Renewal 

contribution (~hich is over and above your regular 1979 campaign gift) 

represents your personal bridge to peace. 

Let's join together in making it as substantial as possible.. For the seeds 

we plant today will determine the health and security of Israel for 

generations to come. 
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LETTER -- Inflation -- 3/29/79 

Dear Friend: 

As the process of peace begins, Israel's internal enemy -- inflation -
becomes more threatening. Spiralling prices in Israel are shaking the 
economic stability of the entire country and devastating the lifestyle of 
the average Israeli family. The price of bread and milk have risen almost 
50 percent and the consumer price index has gone up 22 percent since the 
first of the year. Gasoline has soared to $3.00 a gallon. If inflation 
continues at it's current pace, it could go beyond 80 percent by the end 
of 1979. And large-scale construction spending connected with the with
drawal fran Sinai wi11 create !!!Q!!. inf1ationary pressure. 

The near-runaway inflation will seriously hamper the inmigrant absorp
tion programs of the Jewish Agency, supported by our carmunity campaign 
dollars. It keeps costing more to house a new inmigrant from Russia or 
Iran, to provide an elderly person with a hot meal, to train a troubled 
youngster in a Youth Aliya Center. 

As Americans, we too have experienced the damaging effects of infla
tion over the last few years. As we watch prices rise around us, we watch 
an ever shrinking dollar unable to keep up with the cost increases. We 
are concerned, irritated, baffled -- but most of us can withstand it. 
But what about our fellow Jews right here in need of our conmunity services 
and programs? 

Inflation is their enemy -- as implacable as it is in Israel. 

Our elderly, our handicapped, our troubled youngsters, our broken 
families. They are helpless in the face of rising costs that will 
inevitably diminish our outreach aid to them -- unless we make a special, 
inmediate, intensive effort to override the overcasts. 

And the Soviet Jewish refugee families who will be coming to us in 
increasing nwnbers of this year -- what will we tell them. and how will 
we square it with our consciences if we can't offer them full and effec-
tive resettlement services. They have struggled so long and hard, overcome 
so much -- must we let them down because we can't lick our inflation problem? 

No -- we must and will turn back the threat, reverse the erosion of 
rising costs and restore and maintain our conmunity services at peak 
effectiveness ••• through a great second-effort fundraising campaign. 

Do your rightful share. Make a generous increased campaign pledge 
today -- or, if you have already made one, pledge an additional, maximum 
sum. The strength and integrity of our campaign are on the line . 

.ft 
rr 



LETTER -- Soviet Jewry 3/ 29/79 

Dear Friend: 

What if you were leaving a country that made your emigration unpleasant, 
difficult •.. even dangerous? If you had no money ... didn't know exactly where 
you were going or how to find a job, a place to live .•. didn't know a single 
word of the language of your new homeland? 

That's what you would be facing if you were one of 40,000 Jews expected 
to leave the Soviet Union this year. You and your family would have nothing 
going for you but the hope that 11 someone11 on the free side of the world 
would help you. 

Fortunately, you're not in that position. But you are in a position to 
be the "someone" who helps. This year, when the Soviet regime -- for what
ever reason -- has decided to release an unprecedented number of Jews, that 
help is needed more than ever. 

There are more than 9,500 Soviet Jewish emigrants in Italy awaiting 
their visas at this very nx:>ment. Many of them will come en masse to the 
United States as soon as their visas are issued. And there are strong 
indications that from 4,000 to 6,000 Soviet Jews per month will soon be 
given visas to leave the U.S.S.R. over the coming year. More than 50% 
will come to the United States where they will need assistance in resettlement. 

The strain on the Jewish Agency's absorption services will be enonnous 
- - reaching crisis proportions. The cost of the invaluable services of JDC 
and HIAS to migrants in transit will rise dramatically. In many corrmunities 
in America the number of new arrivals will double or triple last year's total. 

Here in (corrmunity) , we are expecting to welcome (number) 
Soviet Jews in search of free new lives, compared with <number) we 
were privileged to receive last year. Add the inflated cost of resettlement 
services and it's clear that our corrmitment to help meet the cost of Soviet 
Jewish emigration to Israel and America in 1979 has taken on an entirely 
new dimension. 

Your significantly increased gift to the 1979 colT'ITlunity campaign will 
carry out your share of that conmitment to renewed life for Soviet Jews 
here and in Israel. It will be your way of telling those 40,000 searching 
fellow Jews that, as they make their historic move, they do have something 
going for them. YOU. ~ 

.:t 
rr :t ,, 
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LETTER -- Cost of Peace -- 3/29/79 

Dear Friend: 

The treaty has been signed, the guests have departed, and the move 
towards peace has begun. What now? 

World Jewry responds generously when Israel is threatened. But 
peace also costs, and the people of Israel need us now more than ever. 

The practical aspects of peace will be costly: $3.5 billion for the 
initial redeployment of forces from the Sinai; some $300 million for the 
resettlement of civilians; an estimated $160 million a year for alternate 
oil sources; more than $600 million for an early warning system to replace 
the one in the Sinai. 

Total cost of withdrawal from the Sinai -- redeployment, reconstruction, 
replacement of air bases and port facilities -- could run as high as $10 
billion over the next three years. 

The people of Israel will have to bear most of these treaty-imposed 
costs ... and the runaway inflation they may bring ••. and a possible 5% sur
tax. American aid will barely meet half the physical costs of withdrawal 
-- and none of the human needs. 

Overtaxed by the costs of peace, the Israel budget will not stretch 
to cover human needs. Social services, in fact, may have to be trinmed 
to combat inflation. Housing, education, imnigration absorption youth 
care and programs for the aged. These are the areas in which we, through 
the Jewish Agency, will have to provide the help that makes the difference. 

We have never provided our full share of the Jewish Agency budget. 
Now the Agency faces the added human costs of resettlement in the Negev 
and new settlements in the Galilee . 

The cost of the first step towards peace is high. The people of 
Israel have taken that step courageously and are willing to pay the 
price. 

The cannot do it alone. They need our intensified help. Pledge 
for peace now! 



TO: ALL SP!ADlt.S · 3/27/79 

Fl.OM: ANNE So !I.Act 

SUBJECT: STAT!M!NT ON P!.AC! 

Baclo•ed 1• a Statemeat o• Pe&ce tor Speak.era th.at vaa prepared by ~ur 

Public Relation• Department. 

It is very iaportaat and 1leces•ary that you re&d it, digest it, and make 

it a part of every preentatio'll you .. a os behalt of the Nev York Uaited 

Jewi•h Appeal-Federatioa Joiat Caapaigll. 

Thaalt you wry much. 



STATEME?fr ON PEACE FOR SPEAKERS 

We are of course delighted with the peace agreement that has been signed 

between Egypt and Israelo We rejoice in the prospect of peaceo We can only 

hope that it will mean a new era for the people of Israel and for all peopleso 

It is one thing to rejoiceo It is another to lose sight of the grim realities 

which still confront Jewso For peace brings its own problems o What are these 

problems? We hear that the United States is to send three billion dollars to 

Israelo Won't this cover the country's security needs? Alas, no. 

The money ill part will enable Israel to move its defense apparatus from the 

Sinai to the Negev and to build new airbases o It will not cover the entire cost 
' . 

of that move which bas been estimated at close to ten billion dollarso At the 

same time the security and stability of the population near Israel's strateg~c 

border to the northeast become more important than evero Settlements whose names 

became famous all over the world when they were attacked~ settlements like Kiryat 

Shomotla and Ma'alot - must be made safe and secure against renewed attacko 

Yes, the coat of security will be very high. It will cost 600 million dollars 

for Israel to construct a new early warning system to replace the one being given up 

in the Sinaio New port facilities will have to be built to accomodate naval patrols 

in the Gulf of lilat and the Red Seao Israel will have to build whole new towns 

in the Negev in o~er to provide the services to support new airbases and al'Jl!,y 

bases, new logistic centers, new tp1111Unition dumps and storage facilitieso The Yom 

Kippur War cost five billion dollars and Israel will need ten billion dollars ~ 

twice that amount - to shore up its security o So, , with the Arab world, except 

for Egypt, threatening war and the destruction of Israel, the cost of defense soarso 

Meanwhile, how is Israel to meet the increasing burden of hu:man needs? 111e 

Jewish Agency, which receives its funds from the sums raised by Jews all over the 

world, does not have a single penny in its budget to meet the cost of peace in 

human termso 

Peace will bring an immediate increase in immigration and the new immigrants 
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must be absorbed into the country's life and econoay • . Peace will make it necessary 

to expand the social services and physical structures for nev arrivals in devel-

opment towns like Dimoua, Arad and Hf.tzpe llimon. 

Peace means that the residents of border aettlamenta like Yaait and the aurr-

ounding villages of the Baf iah Region will have to be resettled. This will coat 

hundreds of millions of dollars. The money raised by the UJA-lederation Joint 

Campail.an must help to meet these newly pressing needs as wall as to care for the 

old and the sick, to train the unskilled, to house those still languishing in temp-

orary shel~ers, to educate the young, to integrate thoae who still live in slWllS 

and have not yet entered the mainstream of Iarael'a life. 

At the same ti.lie, our 1110DeY must continue to ll&lte life bearable. for Jews ill 

25 other lands where the Joint Distribution ec-1.ttee 11d.ntaina f aci.litiat. and to 

11eet the no leas pressing needs of the Jevish com1U11ity here iD our own city. 

Yes, aa the Prime Minister of Israel put it "the people of Iarae.l have 11°'( 

taken a giant atep on the road toward ultiaate peace within secure borders. " 

But the cost of that peace is very high and it ia up to us to help pay that cost. 
l 

The Israeli's rejoice but at the same ti.lie they are even now making many 

sacrifices and suffering personal hardship. Let us, the members of the New York 

Jewish c01111DW1ity, show the Israelis_ and abow the world that we are willing to 

pay the price of peace no matter how high the cost . It is an opportunity and a • 

challenge from which we must not flillch. 
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NOTES FOR RABBI HERBERT A. FRIEDMAN WHILE MAKING THE LINK GEARED TO 
TIDEWATER. 

a . ) WE HAVE TO FLESH OUT OUR VERY SUCCESSFULLY STRUCTURED FEDERATION 
WITH REAL INTELLECT FROM WHICH WILL FOLLOW REAL INVOLVEMENT . 
THIS AUDIENCE, ALMOST ALL COLLEGE GRADUATES, DOCTORS, DENTISTS, 
PROFESSORS, ALL THE PROFESSIONS REPRESENTED ARE PROBABLY WOE
FULLY UNPREPARED TO DO OUR JEWISH THING WELL. 

1 . ) It is a dangerous all around us . It always was and probably 
always will be, but right now we are at a pivotal point . Jews 
are in danger because they are Jews: Iran, Argentina, the 
Soviet Union. 

Your community has a CRC, a Council on Soviet Jewry, but they 
involve very few highly committed people. Shouldn ' t you be 
part of it? The structure is already there . 

2 . ) You hve an opportunity to educate your children and grand
children in this community in a fine day school which your 
Federation supports. Your child will learn to speak the 
Hebrew language in that day school. In a community of 
10,000 Jews there are 225 kids in that day school. Is every
body aware and involved in nurturing that commun ity treasure? 
You have to educate yourselves. Your Federation sponsors 
an Institute for Jewish Studies where you can l earn and make 
an impact in your own lives. Do you avail yourself of it? 

3 . ) Your community sponsored a Mission of 165 people this past 
November. Do you understand that no single community in the 
U. S. of any size, sent so many Jews on a Mission at the 
same time? Are you organizing to do it again? I bet you can . 
You must. 

4.) Have you developed programs to send you kids to Israel for 
summer or to study in high school, or to spend a year at a 
university or on a kibbutz. Each one of us can be involved 
in dwveloping that experience for every child in the community . 
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EMBASSY OF ISRAEL 

WASHINGTON, D. C. 

POLICY BACKGROUND 
D '7M'1lU" 1'i'1"'1lto 

,,t),:U,!O, 

DECEMBER 19, 1978 

THERE IS AN ISRAELI-EGYPTIAN PEACE TREATY; WHY HASN'T IT BEEN SIGNED? 

Once again, the negotiations for an Israel-Egypt peace treaty have run 
into difficulties. Unfortunately, it seems that some of these difficulties 
are being placed on the doorstep of Israel. This blame is not justified 
by the facts of the situation, which may be summed up as follows: 

1) On 21 November, the Government of Israel announced its readiness to accept 
the Draft Treaty that had been negotiated in Washington, despite the Govern
ment's reservations concerning some of its provisions. The Government was 
persuaded by the American mediators not to reopen the Treaty, in view of 
the delays such action would cause in the peacemaking process. Having made 
this important concession, Israel was entitled to assume that the United 
States would, in turn, impress upon Egypt the importance of accepting the 
Draft Treaty as it stood, without demanding further changes. Cairo, however, 
delayed its response, insisting upon major changes in the Treaty. 

2) The decision of the Israel Government followed a number of earlier Israeli 
concessions of substantial proportions, which had paved the way for the progress 
made in the talks and for the successful outcome of the camp David Summit. 
These concessions include: 

a) The relinquishment, to Egypt, of the whole vast area of the Sinai 
Peninsula, repeatedly used by Egypt as a base for attacks against Israel. 

b) Abandonment of three important strategic airfields in Eastern Sinai 
and of the naval base at Sharm el-Sheikh. 

c) Dismantling of Jewish villages that had been established, as 
a security measure, along the eastern edge of Sinai. 

d) Relinquishment of the Sinai oilfields, which had been developed by 
Israel and supplied Israel with twenty percent of its oil consumption. 

3) During the talks between President Sadat of Egypt and U.S. Secretary of 
State Cyrus Vance in the second week of December, President Sadat indicated 
a willingness to accept a series of interpretative documents whose practical 
effect would be to nullify or emasculate vital elements of the Treaty and 
to undermine or alter Egypt's connnitments to Israel under the Treaty. 

4) The Egyptian Demands 

Egypt has raised five demands - some of them entirely new. 

a) Effective negation of the validity of parts of Article 6, by means 
of an accompanying letter that would say, in effect, that the provisions 
of Article 6 would not prevent Egypt from going to war against Israel, 
in the event that Israel a.tta.c.k.e.d one of the countries with which Egypt 
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has a mutual defense pact. To understand the significance of the 
Egyptian demand, it must be recalled that -

1) According to long-standing Arab political doctrine, Israel's 
presence in Judea-Samaria, Gaza and Golan, and in fact, Israel's 
own ver existence are themselves an a lte6~ion, a ainst which 
the Arab nations are entitled, at any time, to enen themselves. 

2) It is virtually impossible, in most military clashes, to identify 
the aggressor quickly and authoritatively, and it is a foregone 
conclusion that, in the event of a clash, the Arab States will claim 
that Israel started the shooting, even if in fact, it was started 
by the Arab States themselves. Precisely this has been the case in 
every single war between Israel and the Arab States during the past 
30 years. 

b) A demand to make Article 6 (2) (The pa!Ltle6 unde.iita.ke to 6al6,Ltl 
ht good n<Llth :the»i. ob.Uga.tio~ undeJt .tw T1r.eaty, w.U.hout 1t.egdlf.d .to 
adlon olt. inac.Uon 06 any o:theJr. palr..ttj and btdependenti.y 06 any 
~.tltumen;t exteJr.nai. t:.o .tw T1t.eaty) conditional upon the achievement 
of a comprehensive Peace Treaty involving Arab nations that have 
refused to join in the peacemaking process, and that have insisted on 
continuing their state of war with Israel. 

c) To make the exchange of Ambassadors between Israel and Egypt condi
tional upon the establishment of an autonomous administration in 
Judea-Samaria and the Gaza District, a plan whose implementation 
obviously requires the cooperation of the people directly concerned. 
Such cooperation has, so far, been conspicuous only by its absence. 

d) A review, after five years, of the security arrangements provided 
for in Article IV, a demand that would undermine the Treaty's permanent 
character. In other words, this essential Egyptian connnitment, which, 
from Israel's point of view, is, a crucial part of the entire package, 
would be regarded from the very outset as temporary - whereas all of 
the Israel commitments, by their very nature, are permanent and 
irreversible. Moreover, the five-year period appears to be designed 
to coincide with the ending of the envisioned transition period in 
Judea-Samaria and the Gaza District - another form of linkage with 
the implementation of an agreement that has not yet been negotiated 
and with partners that refuse to negotiate. 

e) The setting of December 1979 as the :taltge.t do..te for the implementation 
of the autonomy plan in Judea-Samaria and Gaza, thus creating a commitment 
that Israel can hardly be expected to enter into, as the necessary nego
tiating partners on those issues refuse to negotiate. 

5) These additional demands reflect an Egyptian attempt to extract concessions 
from Israel, beyond what was agreed at Camp David and beyond the major con
cessions already agreed to by Israel before Camp David. Such concessions by 
their very nature, are far more tangible and irreversible than those made by 
Egypt. Israel naturally regrets that the U.S. has apparently lent its support 
to these new Egyptian demands. 

6) Israel's position was set forth by its Government on 15 December . It stated 
that The goveJt.nmen.t 06 IM1.ael )A p1r.epa1r.ed ;to ~ign wUhou:t delay :the V11.a6:t Pea.ee 
T1t.ea.ty be.tween Egypt and 1611.a.el, inci.ucli.ng :the a.nn.exu, cu, 6011.mata:ted on 11 
Nove.mbe1r. 1978, w..i.:th .the a.pph.ovai. 06 :the Unlied Sta:te6 Govvi.nmen.t. Fuii. 1t.e6pon-
1:.i.bil.Lty 601t. .the 6a.e.t tha.t :the Peac.e T11.ea.ty hM no:t be.en 1:.igned JteAU en-tUi.ely 
w.l:th :the Egyp.t.i.a.n GoveJLrune.n.t. 
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The statement goes on to list the latest Egyptian demands, pointing out 
that these a.Jte .lnc..onJ.iMte.nt w..Uh the Camp Va.v.ld FJUUnewoJr..k. oJr.. Me. not .lnclude.d 
.ln ..U, a.n.d .t>ub.t>ta.nUa.lly aLteJL the. p!tov.U.,,i.on.6 on the T.1r.e.a.ty and are therefore, 
unacceptable to Israel. The statement says that the ~e;t:teJL c..onc..Vl.tt.ing the 
au:tonomy aM.a.ngement may be d.a!U.6ied a.n.d 1te60.1r..mui.a.:te.d. 

Israel's Position Summarized 

7) Israel cannot put its signature to a Treaty whose faithful implementation 
by Egypt would be made conditional, in several important aspects, upon a 
precisely scheduled implementation of other issues which have not yet been 
negotiated and whose resolution would depend on the cooperation of third 
parties who are unwilling to enter a negotiating process. 

8) Acceptance of the new Egyptian demands would lead to the following conse
quences: 

a) E t would have the ri ht to oin in hostilities a ainst Israel 
started by another Arab country, on the basis of an alleged aJUne 
a.t:ta.c..k by Israel, a term which has been interpreted by the Arab world 
to include Israel's very existence. 

b) Egypt would be entitled to treat the security arrangements as temporary 
and to press for their alteration, after a mere five years. 

c) Israel would come under immense pressure to implement the autonomy 
regime by the end of 1979, whether or not agreement had been reached. 
This would undoubtedly include pressure to yield on points that Israel 
regards as vital for its security. 

d) Israel, for its part, would be obliged to abide rigidly by all its 
commitments under the Treaty, including the timetable for withdrawal, 
whereas Egypt need not implement any of its obligations under the 
Treaty unless progress on the autonomy regime is achieved at a pace 
desirable to Egypt. 

9) For all intents and purposes, such a Peace T~e.a.;ty would simply provide 
the framework for a unilateral withdraw! by Israel, with very little to show 
for it in return. It seems extraordinary that Israel should be accused of 
bad faith for rejecting such a proposal. It is regrettable that the U.S. 
should have seen fit to approach the matter in an apparently one-sided manner. 

10) Israel understands President Sadat's wish to maintain his standing in 
the Arab world. Since, however, these countries persist in their hostility 
toward Israel, President Sadat is faced with a difficult choice: Adherence 
to his old alliances and commitments with Arab States, still at war with 
Israel - or a new commitment to peace with Israel. It is Israel's hope that 
he will choose the path of peace and understanding, rather than the promotion 
of continued hostility and bloodshed, and that the Peace Treaty, as already 
agreed upon, will be signed in the near future. 
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JEWISH PEOPLEHOOD - IMPLICATIONS FOR REFORM JUDAISM 

Rabbi Richard G. Hirsch 

CENTRAL CONFERENCE OF AMERICAN RABBIS 

Phoenix, Arizona 

March 26, 1979 

In his introduction to the book The Jewish State,, Theodor Herzl declared: 
''We are a people - one people". That definition became the premise on which 
the Zionist movement was founded. just as the rejection of Jewish peoplehood 
became the lei atc>tif of 19th cen~ Reform Judaisa. But not only Reform 
Judaism.. The 1897 Declaration by the Protestr&bbiner, t.he Executive Committee 
of the German Rabbinical Association,, was signed by two Orthodox as well as 
three liberal rabbis. Stating that "Judaism obligates its adherents to 
serve with all devotion the Fatherland to which they belong. and to further 
its national interests with all their heart and with all their strength", they 
opposed the convening of the First Zionist Congress. Their protest was 
responsible for the transfer of the Congress, originally scheduled for 
toimich,, to Basle, Switzerland. Exactly seventy years after the publication 
of the Protestrabbiner, an article in Maariv (July 16, 1968), recorded the 
aaazing discovery that almost all the living descendants of the five protest 
rabbis were living in the Jewish state. 

The protest is no more. No more do we hear the question: What are the 
Jews - nation, people, religion, race? We have found a definition which fits 
us. !History and destiny have reinfoxced the conviction: The Jews "are a 
people - one people". 

We have by now overwhelmingly agreed. Throughout the world there is a 
Jewish People, who in the land of Israel are organised into a Jewish State. 
Aa Yisrael, Eretz Yisrael, Medinat Yisrael. Three related, but clearly 
distinct, separate and definable terms. However, it is my contention that 
though we have agreed on the terminology, we have not. yet come to terms with 
the full implications of peoplehood. I believe that most of the controver
sies within our movement, as well as within American Jewry in general, are 
contemporary reflections, adapted to the changed conditions of Jewish life, 
of the old controversy over definition. Though we use different words than 
the previous generations, the religion versus peoplehood conflict is still 
an activating force. However, whereas in the past the debate was between 
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opposite poles, in this generation it is between degrees of emphasis. It 
is accordingly more subtle, complex and muted. Yet, if we are to refin7 ~ 
alternative courses of belief and action, we need a continuing r'Me.. re.J. ........., I.I 

("controversy for the sake of Heaven"), which will bring the 
issues to the fore rather than submerge them. 

I have selected three areas of conflict within our movement -- theology, 
Halachic practice and Zionism -- wherein the debate between the religion 
versus peoplehood emphases continues. I make no effort to be comprehensive, 
but will deal with one issue in each area, presenting in each instance a 
perspective which stresses the peoplehood dimension. 

1. Toward a theology of peoplehood 

Classical Reform persistently distorted the component parts of the triad 
Goer, Torah and Israel. It elevated the elements of faith and theology, 
minimized Halacha and tried to expunge the significance of the land, language 
and people of Israel. Messianism was de- nationalized and the mission denuded 
of particularism. The prophets were ejected from the earth of their 
historical milieu and projected into universal space, like a science fiction 
time capsule . The very phrase Prophetic Judaism became synonymous with a 
de-Judaized, de-Torahized, de-nationalized universaliam. 

Though preswnably our movement has rejected classical Refonn and restored 
the particularist dimension, we still find ourselves tied to the linguistic 
and conceptual premises of classical Reform. Many if not most of our statements 
still bespeak a theology which perceives of wiiversalism and particularism 
as two forces in constant tension. This view is reflected in some of the 
papers delivered at the symposium sponsored by the CCAR in 1976 on the theme 
of universalism and particularism. One of our colleagues defined universalism 
as "that category of thought which tends to subordinate the distinctiveness 
of the Jewish people to the greater good of the general society, to minimize 
the distinctiveness of the Jewish people, to maximize that which it shares 
with other gToups in society, or to put the survival of the Jewish people 
second to the survival of the general society." (CCAR Journal, Summer 1977, 
page 39). In the Centenary Perspective adopted at the Conference in 1976, 
universalism is identified as a "concern for humanity" and the "messianic 
hope (is) that hwnanity will be redeemed." - without reference at that point 
to the traditional messianic hope, the precondition of which is that the 
Jewish people will be redeemed . The document also states, ''The State of 
Israel and the Diaspora, in fruitful dialogue, can show how a people 
transcends (italics mine) nationalism even as it affirms it." In these and 
other expressions, universalism is translated as concern for humanity, 
ethics and social justice in society at-large. Particularism is translated 
as concem for the Jewish people and the Jewish community, cultural 
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distinctiveness. ritual, Zionism. and the Jewish State. Whereas both are 
deemed essential, somehow the lllliversal is interpreted as being on a hieJler 
plane, selfless, ultimate, transcendent, whereas the particular is parochial, 
nationalistic, penultimate, a necessity for survival, but of lesser value 
in the scales of eternity. 

nus continuing effort to separate the inseparable is a corrosive 
vestige of classical Reform. It has been my privilege to serve our movement 
on the cutting edge of both du.ensions. When I was Director of the Religious 
Action Center in Washington D.C., I functioned ostensibly in the arena of 
universalism. articulating Jewish concerns and positions on issues of civil 
rights, civil liberties, social welfare, and war and peace. In many if not 
most of our efforts, no Jewish vested interests were involved. I remember 
once having received a call from a group that was convening a public hearing 
on the problems of migrant workers. The man in charge told me that they 
wanted testimony froa a Protestant, a Catholic and a Jewish migrant worker. 
He asked me to find a Jewish migrant for the hearing. We scoured the 
country - to no avai 1. Finally, I called him back and asked if I could 
testify, on grolDlds that with all my peregrinations around the country, I 
was the closest thing we could find to a Jewish migrant. Throughout all 
the years in Washington, laboring in behalf of universal causes, I was 
always motivated by my Jewish particularism and always cognizant of the 
impact of our actions on the status and the well-being of Jews. I never 
offered testimony before Congress or gave a speech which was not rooted in 
Jewish tradition. I considered it my task not only to speak for Jews, but 
to speak for Judaism as the 4000 year old heritage of commitment to the 
pursuit of justice and the advancement of the human condition. 

And now that I have been working in the State of Israel, supposedly 
the arena of Jewish particularism, I find manifold opportlDlities foT the 
expression of the universal impulse. In serving on the board of an 
international center for youth which sponsors co111Dunity centers for Jewish 
and Arab children, or in working in behalf of civil liberties causes or in 
behalf of new olim, we respond to the divine imperative of Tikun Olam 
(perfecting society). In fact, if I were to be asked where in our entire 
world Progressive movement is the interdependence of the universal and 
particular impulses most manifest and relevant, I would say that it is in 
Out' new small community in t:he Arava called Kibbutz Yahel. For there y01.D1g 
Jews from Israel and the Diaspora are putting down roots literally in the 
soil of Eretz Yisrael, building an outpost for the defense of the Jewish 
people, planting the seeds of a new Jewish society, seeking creative forms 
of Jewish religious observance, implementing in their own lives, no~ once a 
weekend or once a month, but twnty-four hours every day the Jewish values of 
coJllllUl'lal responsibility, economic and social justice. I challenge anyone to 
point to any group or congregation within our movement which is more 
universalistic or more particularistic. 
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How misguided and unfOlmded is the trepidation being expressed in some 
quarters that too intensive a Zionism in Reform Judaism is upsetting the 
classic balance between universalism and particularism. The genius of the 
Jew is to be fotmd not in the balance but in the blend between universalism 
and particularism. Zionism is not only Jewish particularism; it is the 
epitome of Jewish universalism. The Jew instinctively 'Wlderstands that the 
ethical imperatives of religion cannot be applied or tested in the abstract. 
The striving for a just society ~ust be undertaken in a specific place and 
a specific time. Our tradition holds that the return to Zion will provide 
the framework, the testing grounds within which the Jewish people as a 
col lective, fulfilling Jewish values, will create the good societY,.a and 
that soci;ty in turn will lig)lt the way for humankind . ., ~ I' '3 X ~~/l ''" 

Pl/ti 7">~ I~ t:l ~I ("Cause a new light to shine on Zion, and may we 
all benefit speedily from its brightness."). The secular Zionist may not 
phrase his aspirations in the same way:, but we as religious Jews should be 
cOllllrl.tted to the national restoration as a aeans towa'rd the fulfillment of 
the Messianic vision. In the words of the Zohar, quoted by Martin Buber, 
"The world can be redeemed only by the redemption of Israel, and Israel can 
be redeemed only by reunion with its land." (Martin Buber, On Zion: The 
History of an Idea, p. 77) . 

A theology for peoplehood will have to revise the facile delineations 
of previous generations. The true function of prophetic Judaism was to 
transmit the divine command: l'/\A JYlll( ~., f1t.. 1 ;r.1 G {t"'I; • "Seek 
good and not evil that ye may live." (Am6s 5:14). That is a comia.nd which 
Jews can and should fulfill in every society, Jewish as well as non-Jewish, 
and for the benefit of humankind, which includes fellow Jews as well as 
fellow human beings. Leo Baeck summarized what should be our position when 
he WTote "This people .•.• has life ..... only when it holds to itself for the 
sake of humanity and to human.i. ty for the sake of itself." (This People Israel .. 
p. 387). 

2. Toward an Halachic orientation of peoplehood 

The refusal to acknowledge the peoplebood of Israel molded early Reform 
Judaism's ritual character and its relation to Halacha. To be sure, other 
factors> such as the demands of reason and aesthetics. were at work. But, 
to use Kaufman ~oAler's phrase, to "transform the national Jew into a 
religious Jew" was a prime motivation. Abraham Geiger, foremost liturgist 
of early Refonn. boldly proclaimed the rationale for his revision of the 
Siddur: 

''The people of Israel no longer lives ....• It has been transformed into 
a community of faith". 

"Hebrew no longer 1i ves ... .. If Hebrew were to be represented as an 
essential element of Judaism, then Judaism would be pictUTed as a national 
religion. A distinctive language is a characteristic of a distinctive 
peoplehood." 
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"The present heap of ruins, Jerusalem, is for us, at best, a poetic 
and melancholy memory, but no nourishment for the spirit. No exaltation 
and no hope are associated with it. Jerusalem is a thought for us, not 
a spatially limited place. But where the literal meaning of the prayers 
could lead to the misunderstanding that we direct our adoration to that 
place, the words will have to be eliminated. 11 (Jacob J. Petuchowski, 
Abraham Geiger, the Reform Jewish Liturgist, HUC-JIR Symposium, 1975, 
p. 44,45). 

Recent generations of Reform leaders have rejected these premises of 
Geiger. No sanctity reposes in misconceptions of the past. But rejection 
1111St be followed by affirmation. New truths demand new consequences. If 
anti-peoplehood was a motivation for radical change in liturgy and practice 
in the past, then why should not peoplehood serve as a motivation for 
liturgical and ritual changes in our day? Shall not peoplehood be our 
"Geiger counter''? 

TaJce the matter of Ishut (personal status), which is on our agenda 
during this Conference and at rabbinic meetings convened in conjunction with 
the World Union conferences . (The issue has been discussed at the time of, 
though separate from, the World tmion international conferences, because 
our bi-annual meetings provide the only opportur..ity for Progressive rabbis 
from around the world to convene to discuss their mutual concerns. and 
Ishut is a major issue which concerns them all .). I do not wish to enter 
into the specifics of the debate at this time. Neither I nor anyone can 
offer a ready-made formula to unite us on matters where legitimate 
differences are based on divergent circumstances and experiences. I do, 
however, register a strong plea: Let us not deny that a problem exists . 
Let us not avoid the debate, which is essential to the process of working 
toward a solution, or solutions. Whether we like it or not, the composition 
and character of world Jewry today will not permit us to ignore forever the 
ramifications of our actions on the Jewish people as a whole. 

Reform Judaism is a response to the Jewish confrontation with 
modemity. I predict that the confrontation with Israel as the focus of 
Jewish peoplehood will have no less impact on future generations than did 
modernity on previous generations . 

Given the unique character of Israel as the state of the Jewish people, 
given the coalition politics - which have traditionally allowed the religious 
parties political influence far beyond their numerical weight, given the 
reciprocal influence of Oat U'Medinah (religion-state) issues on Israel
Diaspora relations, questions of !shut will continue to be high on the 
agenda of Israel and world Jewry for generations to come. It is no 
coincidence that these issues come to the fore during the Israel election 
process and assume such significance that an airplane landing with the 
onset of Shabbat or a conversion performed by a Reform rabbi can j eopardizc 
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the very existence of the government. We cannot wish these circumstances 
away; they are a reality to which we must relate if we are concerned about 
the unity and well-being of world Jewry. 

Years ago, a delegation of our World Union leadership met with the then 
Minister of Religious Affairs to complain about the discrimination against 
our movement in Israel. He offered to give Reform Jews full rights in 
Israel, on one simple condition: that we register as a sect like the Karaites, 
who receive full government support and have full autonomy over their 
religious affairs. But the Karaites cannot intermarry with other Jews, 
and their de facto status is that of a separate and separated religious 
conmnmity. We told our would-be godfather that his offer was one we had 
to refuse. We have no intention of separating ourselves or of permitting 
others to separate us from membership in the house of Israel. We are in 
Israel by right, and not by privilege. We do not ask for any special status, 
but for equal status as full participants in the upbuilding of Zion. 

But if that is so, then we cannot have it both ways. Rights entail respon
sibilities. Either Reform rabbis are agents of a separate American sect, 
in which case we establish our own rules, oblivious of or indifferent to 
their impact on other Jews; or else we are the representatives of the Jewish 
people, in which case we must be sensitive to the traditions and practices 
which determine Jewish status. I do not refer to Jewish tradition in the 
narrow connotation of Halacha as interpreted by the Orthodox establishaent. 
I do refer to Jewish tradition in a broad sense as interpreted by Jews some 
of whom are classified as secular, including the vast majority of the Jews 
of Israel, who though themselves non-observant, have some knowledge and 
appreciation of tradition. 

In 1974, at the time of the "Who is a Jew?" controversy, we met with the 
leadership of the left-wing Mapam party . The meeting started with a ringing 
endorsement by the secretary of the party in defense of our position that 
the Law of Return should not be amended to exclude the State's recognition 
of non-Orthodox conversions performed abroad. And then, after we had 
already won their support, some of their Knesset members began to ask 
questions about the Reform Movement and its conversion procedures. When it 
became clear to them that our rabbis in America do not require Brit Milah 
(circumcision) or Tvilah (ritual iT1111ersion), we sensed a retreat. The 
secretary of the party bltmtly told us: "Our membership is by-and-large 
irreligious, some even anti-religious. We are still in favor of rights for 
your movement, but it is hard for us to tmderstand how any Jewish group 
would not require Brit Milah and Tvilah. They put the Hechsher (Kosher) 
stamp on the conversion. How can you expect other Jews to recognize your 
acts as authentic?" 
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That, my colleagues , is the very question that many of us have begun 
to ask ourselves. And here I must confess that my own peTspective has 
altered as a result of living in the more intense peoplehood setting of 
Israel. There are certain ftmdamental religious acts which are so ingrained 
in world Jewry, including secular Jewry, that they assume a national 
character and ftmction. When the High Court of Israel ruled that Brother 
Daniel, a Catholic convert from Judaism, could not become a citizen under 
the Law of Return, they rendered a decision that was contrary to Halacha. 
According to Halacha, Brother Daniel was still a Jew, but according to the 
secular, national understanding, a person who converts to another religion 
is no longer a Jew. The national lOlderstanding prevailed . When not one 
car moves in all of Israel on Yom Kippur, that is an act of national self
discipline. When we officiate at a conversion ceremony, we are the agents 
of Klal Yisrael. We assume responsibility for accepting a person not into 
membership of a Reform congregation, but into an enduring cOllllli.tment to 
spend the rest of his life as a member of the Jewish people. The religious 
act serves a national purpose. That is an awesome res~nsibility which 
a£fects the status of converts and their progeny for generations. We are 
the officials commissioned to issue the passport to travel in the Jewish 
world. Of course, the Orthodox rabbinate will not authorize us to serve 
this function. For them it: is not the act of conversion which counts, but 
who officiates at the act, and in their eyes we are not rabbis. However, 
the issue is not a clear-cut ~nflict between autonOll)' and authority, 
between the right of the Reform rabbi or movement on one side and the 
Orthodox interpretation of Halacha on the other side. The conflict is 
between autonomy and that very vague, indefinable, intangible, but never
theless very real perception of Klal Yisrael. 

The question is not will the Orthodox rabbinate recognize us, but will 
the rest of the Jewish world recognize us? Will the secular Jew consider 
us authentic? And most important of all, will we, in this new era of 
peoplehood, consider ourselves authentic? That is the ultimate question. 
I take seriously the counsel of the distinguished elder statesman who urges 
us "to be ourselves". But what are we, and what do we want to be? I submit 
that what we want to be is not what we were. The movement which proclaimed 
itself a religion can with comparative ease lop off whole sections of ritual 
and liturgy, abrogate mi tzvot, promote Sunday as the Sabbath and oppose 
the reconstitution of Am Yisrael. But if we are a people, then let us 
"be ourselves". Let us act as a people. Let us be willing to explore the 
distinctive "way'' of the people called Halacha, knowing full well that the 
Orthodox definition ascribing divine origin to the Halacha will continue to 
separate us, and that we are talking about an Halachic orientation rather 
than the Halacha. 

Let us respond to the thrust of Jewish peoplehood which has prevented 
abstract reason from taking precedence over tradition, which has reinstated 
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the Kol Nidre, retained Hebrew as our essential language of prayer and 
refused to let convenience set the Jewish calendar. Let us not be ashamed 
of asking the question ''Mah Yomru Hayehudim", as we are now in ret:rospect 
ashamed of having so often asked the question ''M.ah Yomru Hagoyim". Yes, let 
us "be ourselves", a reforming, progressing movement within Klal Yisrael, 
which can respond to the challenges of the changing circtDDStances and 
perceptions of Jewish peoplehood. 

3. Toward a Zionism for Peoplehood 

As a Conference, we have demonstrated ambivalent feelings toward 
Zionism. Evert though the Gates of Prayer has reintroduced most of the 
peoplehood cotnponents of the traditional Siddur, it has systematically 
excluded even a modified reference to Kibbutz Galuyot (ingathering of the 
exiles). The Amidah prayer !_Y,l ... "1 ,,..,~ .,~,f,. -Y/"' which reinstitutes 
a modified particularist element in the Hebrew, translates lj..,,hh ("~ 
freedom") and lj f I eo ("our oppressed") by petitioning for the "liberation 
of (all) the oppress~d" and "liberty in the four corners of the earth". 
'Ibis is a noble thought, but one which appears elsewhere in our liturgy and 
which alongside the Hebrew text reflects, to say the least, an intellectual 
inc~nsistency. The original draft of the Centennial Perspective contained 
no mention of the word Aliyah, and when, on behalf of our colleagues in 
Israel, I proposed a sentence to include Aliyah, the Chairman of the drafting 
co11111ittee informed me that the committee had voted overwhelmingly against 
its inclusion. The reason? The subject of Aliyah would inject divisiveness 
into a statement whose purpose was to find the c01111Don denominators which 
bind us together. It was only when an amendment was presented from the 
floor that the word Aliyah was finally inserted . 

In order to stimulate discussion on the significance of Zionism, I 
have found it helpful to differentiate between pro-Israelism and Zionism. 
What distinguishes the two is not formal identification with the Zionist 
movement. A person can be an active leader of a Zionist organization and 
still be a pro-Israeli rather than a Zionist. I have devised a test for 
determining the intensity of an individual's Zionism. The test is not 
ideological as such. It does not enter into the debate over "centrality 
of Israel" or Shlilat Hagalut ("negation of the Diaspora") or the Bavel
Yerushalayim (Babylon-Jerusalem) controversy. The test relates to an 
individual's personal beliefs and actions. A Zionist should be able to say: 

1. I believe that the Jewish state is indispensable to my existence 
as a Jew, to the survival of the Jewish people and to the 
fulfillment of the Jewish vision. 

2. I do everything possible to educate myself Jewishly and to 
provide an intensive Jewish education for my children, including 
knowledge of Hebrew as a second language. 

3. I would be pleased if one of my children or grandchildren made 
Aliyah. 
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The test is simple, as you can see. But when put to American Jews. very 
few answer all the statements affirmatively. You may not agree on the 
criteria. I hope you will agree that it is essential to sharpen the discussion 
in terms of placing before Jews personal obligations which go beyond financial 
and political support . I speak about children and grandchildren because 
we project our highest values in terms of aspirations for our progeny. 

The real test which confronts American Jewry in general and our 
movement in particular is whether Zionism can be incorporated into our 
weltanschauung as an essential element of our own lives. To this day. the 
average American Jew still relates to Israel as an object of philanthropy 
and as a refuge for homeless Jews. As if to say. "Israel is for others, not 
for us". Our task. therefore. is to demonstrate the interdependent relation
ship between the Jewish state. the Jewish people, and tne individual Jew. 

The State of Israel is an instrument created by the collective will of 
the Jewish people. But even as the people has established the state, so 
the state has re-established the people. Only Am Yisrael could have 
redeemed Eretz Yisrael, and only Medinat Yisrael could have reconstituted 
Aii Yisrael. Martin Buber wrote, "In other respects, the people of Israel 
may be regarded as one of many peoples on earth, and the land of Israel as 
one among other lands, but in their mutual relationship and in their co111DOn 
task, they are unique and incomparable." (Writings of Buber, ed. Herberg, 
p. 303). Zionism and Jewish peoplehood are interdependent. The uniqueness 
of the people will be nourished through contact and identification with the 
land, and the state will retain its incomparable character only through 
contact with the people. 

That is the primary ideology inherent in traditional Judaism which 
Zionism has made an operative principle in our day. In contrast to early 
Reform, which mistakenly believed that the individual Jew could be preserved 
without the people. we have now come to realize that it is the preservation 
of the people which gives the individual his raison d'etre as a Jew . 
Therefore, the highest priority of the Jew as an individual is to keep the 
people alive. In turn, the sine qua non for the creative survival of the 
Jewish people at this juncture in our history is to secure and develop the 
Jewish State. This State offers the first opportunity in 2,000 years for 
the Jews as a people to have some control over their destiny and to create 
an indigenous Jewish culture in an environment identified as Jewish. lhere 
will not be another opportunity. It is this state or none, this time in 
history, or never. Our commitment to the state should, therefore, not be 
affected negatively by the conditions or the quality of life in the State. 
I am troubled, even aggrieved, by many aspects of Israeli life: the deficient 
application of Jewish values, the socio-economic-cultural gap, the inade
quacies of govermnent, the exacerbation of problems relating to the Arab 
minority, the all-pervasive bureaucracy, the Yeridah, the failures in 
Aliyah and Klitah, the intensifying militancy within a coalition of right
wing politics and right-wing religionists, the politicization of religion, 
and the religionization of politics, the obstacles to religious pluralism, 
etc. etc. 
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Had enough? I challenge anyone in this conference to pen a list of 
shortcomings longer and more detailed than mine or to feel more poignantly 
the frustrations than do I. Each of us could compile a similar list on 
the character of American society or of the American Jewish comjunity or 
of the institution called the synagogue. Bot those who presume to be leaders 
would betray their trust if they permitted the frustrations to deter them 
f1:0m pursuing the vision which propelled the original establishment of the 
society or institution,, or if they permitted the shortcomings to serve as 
a pretext for less than full support and participation. 

Here is where we as individuals and as a movement have been deficient 
and shortsighted. Those among us for whom the peoplehood dimension is of 
lesser significance, do not accord the status of indispensability to the 
State of Israel. They are prepared to "think the wthinlcable". But I 
would assume that 11<>st of UJ subscribe to the definition in II Samuel 
(7 : 22) ~( ~ 'fM, ·1~ /1.. ..,.e·~ ?~-> 'A (''Who is like your people, 
like Israel, a tmique nation on earth".). If we are indeed a ?h~ ''c' 
then the way to retain our tmiqueness is C{i-,1- .,. , "through the land of 
Israel". Eretz Yisrael is not just another land and the Jews who live 
there not just another Jewish co~ity . Israel is the setting where the 
Jewish character was forged and where Jewish destiny will be determined. A 
movement which is content to sit in the bleachers watching the gladiators 
battle for survival in the international arenas of the Jewish people. fails 
to assume its responsibility and has no right to demand accotmtability. 
A m<>vement which is not integrated and integral in Israel can have no 
integrity and will neither have influence nor be influenced, neither count 
nor be comted. 

Our unique peoplehood imposes obligations on us as individuals and 
as a movement: 

No less crucial to Jewish survival than the struggle to achieve peace 
with the Arabs is the struggle to define the Jewish character of the Jewish 
state. Reform Judaism has a stake and a say in that struggle. Our message 
is lmiversal: the revivification of tradition in response to modernity, the 
application of tradition to social concerns,, the affirmation of the viability 
of the Diaspora., the equality of women. The principles we advocate and the 
Orach Haim (way of life) we espouse are relevant in Israel as in America. 

The demographic pattern and socio-econollic conditions of Israel are such 
that the state will not remain Jewish unless the Jewish population is bigger 
and better; and it will not be bigger unless it is better. nor better unless 
it is bigger. We have an obligation to foster Aliyah,, not because there is 
no future for Diaspora Jewry, but precisely because the way to assure the 
future is to fortify the state which is a major instrument for the survival 
of Diaspora Jewry. 
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Cultivation of the Hebrew language is as essential to unique peoplehood 
as is cultivation of the land. An American child struggling to spit out a 
Hebrew sentence may in that very process develop a more intense Jewish 
consciousness t:han his Israeli counterpart chattering away fluently. Do we 
not have an obligation to strengthen American Jewish consciousness by 
establishing the educational programs, schools and camps, both in Israel and 
the Diaspora, which will encourage the use of Modern Hebrew as a second 
language for American Jews? Do we not have the obligation to provide our 
adults and youth with the extended learning experiences in Israel which will 
represent continuing booster injections of unique peoplehood? 

* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * 

We meet in Phoenix. In Greek mythology, the Phoenix bird, the symbol 
of the sun, lives for 500 years, builds itself a nest, sits on it and dies. 
From his corpse a young Phoenix issues forth, and when it has gained its 
strength, carries the nest which is its parents' sepulchre to Heliopolis, 
deposits it in the temple of the sun and flies away. 

In Jewish tradition there is a bird called in Hebrew the Chol, which is 
translated as Phoenix, but has a completely different origin and fate. Tile 
midrash (Bereshit Rabba 19) records that in the Garden of Eden, Eve offered 
all the creatures to eat of the tree of knowledge . All partook, except the 
bird called Chol. Because of its will power, it was decreed that the Chol 
would live forever. lbe Chol lives for a thousand years, at the end of which 
a fire issues from its nest and it is all but consumed , except for a part of 
the body the size of an egg, and from that remnant it grows new limbs and 
lives again. 

The Phoenix dies, as ancient Greek civilization has died. But the Chol 
lives eternally. We have seen the fires consume almost the entire body of 
our people, but the remnant has grown new limbs and has been restored to life. 

As the fate of the Chol was determined at creation, so for the Jew 
eternity begins with creation. As the root meaning of Chol is "to bring to 
birth", so the secret of our survival is our creativity, Lamrot Hakol v'af 
Al Pi Chen (despite the impossible). The Phoenix leaves the body of its 
parent and flies off on its own independent course. Not so the Jewish way. 
Tile prerequisite of our survival is to preserve the body of the Jewish 
people and from that body to develop new f orms and inspire new life. 
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"For the Lord has chosen Zion, He has desired it for his habitation, 
For the Lord has chosen Jacob unto Himself, Israel for His own treasure, 
For the Lord will not cast off His people, neither will He forsake His 
inheritance" . 

(Shacharit prayer, 
Verses from Psalms) 
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Worcester Jewish Federation 
633 Salisbury Street, Worc:ater, Meuachu..US 0 1609 756-1543 

November 29, 1979 

Rabbi Herbert A. Friedman 
American Friends of Jerusalem Academy 
7S East SS Street 
New York, N.Y. 10022 

Dear Herb: 

'Ibey•re still talking about that exciting and 
extraordinary evening when you gave many cause to 
pause and consider. You are being quoted frequently, 
but not in vain. around town on your ''disagree but 
support" theme. We ' re greatly indebted. 

Much appreciation and wannest regards from all. 

MSC/m 

Cohen 
Director 
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Addresses Campaign Dinner 

Friedman Cites Dangers To Israel 
By Loll lbckett 

Spttial 10 tht! lt!wish Civic UolJ6 

"If you use disagreement with the Israeli 
government's policies as an excuse for with
drawing suppon, you 're committing a 
crime - the crime of playing God and 
using the power of your purse as black
mail.'' 

This warning was at the heart of the ad
dress Rabbi Herbert A.-Friedman, dynamic 
former United Jewish Appeal executive, 
delivered at the dinner which inaugurated 
Worcester Jewish Federation's 1980 cam
paign. Held November 20 at Beth Israel 
Synagogue, the event drew a full home of 
over 200 people. 

Rabbi Friedman's address followed 
presentations by leaders of the current 
campaign. In their speeches of welcome 
both Federation President Morton H. Sigel 
and Campaign Chairman Saul F. Feingold 
stressed that.. to meet the exceptional 
cballenaes of the 1980 appeal, Federation's 
cul;i); cabinet has adopted an intensive 
face-to-face approach to fund-raising this 
year, the great majority of contnDutors will 
be penoaally visited by Volunteer solicitors. 

Mr. Sigel D()ted that the new approach is 
needed because fund-nDsiq is .. far more 
difficult when blood is not flowing, eYen 
though lsncl ·f~ economic ruin because 
of the high costs of peace." Mr. Feingold 
said that the cabinet, in setting the 1980 
target at S2, 700,000, had accepted the 
national goal of a 1.o9le in~ over last 
year, as the best way to ease hard choices 
between local and overseas needs. He re
affirmed the community's pledge of sup
port for Project Renewal above and beyond 
the regular campaign. 

Women's Division President Barbara 
Kane and W.D. Campaign Chairperson 
Carol Glick called attention so the key role 

women will play as "full partnen in 
meeting1he cbanaes of this ya!' 8nd years 
to come." 

Rabbi Friedman addressed bhmelf first 
to the dark side of Israel's cuneat sitwltion. 
- and pulled DO punches in doin& IO. It 
sboukl be noted t1w he spoke as an Ameri
can who is now an Israeli c:itizm; be mllde 
aliyah in 1971. 

'4There is today in the American Jewish 
community a 'ID.lllaise' about Israel," he 
said, "For tbe first time strong doubts 
about the Israeli government and its policies 
have surfaced among American Jews. 

"Jewish leaders have tried to suppress 
these, pusb them under the rug. And many 
American Jews feel they have no right to 
express disagreement with Israel. This is 
wrong. You do have the right, even the 
duty, to say what you feel. It is your coun-

try as well • mine. You built it with your 
moral, etbical, fioliDC:ial ad spiritual in-

~-·· 
Rabbi Friedman noted that in Israel as 

well as ia the U.S. there arc two opposing 
points of view about establishing Jewish 
settlemenu in the West Bank. "Some 
people think it blocks the peace process, 
reneges on the Cmnp David agreements. 
and prevents any progress toward 
amonomy for the Palestinians. Others -
notably Bc:gin - believe that ~ 
the settlements is essential to Israel's 
_.mt)' and puts definite limits to the de
gree of awonomy Israel can agree to. 

"You may feel that Begin's settlements 
policy is responsible for Israel's bad P.R. 
image, is dangerous, threatens bmkruptcy 
and is a smrender to the Gush Emunhn. 
And you may be right. But disaffection 
with government policies must not mean 
disaffection with Israel itself. Policies and 
pernmmts change; Israel goes on. You're 
too deep into building something important 
to let a temporary disenchantment affect 
your giving. To use the power of Your purse 
to express disagreement with govenudent 
poliQes is to play God. to resort to black
mail." 

Dm&a'Dftper'dlu War 
As other factors contributing to the 

"malaise", Rabbi Friedman cited ''an 
authentic leadership crisis ... with cabinet 
members" at loggerheads with each other 
and squabbling like children"; also infla
tion, now at 1001¥1, which be believes can 
only be controlled by political decisions the 
government has been unwilling to make. 

As a result, he said, 1srae1is-at all levels -
from kibbutzim, the universities, the man 
in the street - are becoming more 
materialistic and losina their ideal.ism, with 

(Please turn to fJt18e 3) 

• 



Friedman Addresses Campaign Dinner 
(Omtinwdf rom page JJ barked on lhe road to peace," be said. "He 
this main concern "malting it to the end of is stronger. less worried about attacks by 
the month." other Arab countries; the risk was worth 

.. This is not the dear bright shining ideal taking." 
of Israel we can all rally round, that has The speaker called it "a aood 8Dd ~ 
made us feel ten feet tall." he said. ful sign" that, in spite of'llussiaD nu1iaary 
"There's a crisis of confidence. The danger supplies pouring into Syria and Iraq. ilsrld 
is deeper now than it has been in any war. is retaining its military str~ vis-a-Via the 

•"But it's our Israel - the repository of confrontation states, and a that ~ 
our faith, our hope, our belief, our dreams. of strength may be a deterrent co any at-
You have to say, 'I'm going to make it tack. 
work.," You have to act with the hard kind As another positive factoT, Rabbi Fried· 
of heroism that is needed in a moment of man pointed out that Israel bas gone rflbt 
doubt." on absorbing immigrants from the USSR 

ne Other Side of die Scale and other countries - 40,000 this year, or 
In a more optimistic vein, Rabbi Fried· twice as many of the much larger and richer 

man addrcsed himself to "the other side of American Jewish community - as if life 
the scale" - Israel's achievements and were perf~y normal. He also said they are 
progress under these very difficult con- "getting the bugs out" of Project Reftewal, 
ditions. an effort which he believes will solve a 

He pointed out that "the peace process myriad of social and welfare problems. In 
keeps moving," the Israeli and Egyptian uus conncctJon, Ile stressed that, in spite of 
governments keep talking, moving from their heavy burden of tuation, the Israelis 
one country to anOther in a kind of "ping- have matched Worcester's pledp of their 
pong game", and that the Camp David heavy burden of taxation, the Jsnelis have 
deadlines are being met. He noted that matched Woraster's pledge of Sl,000,000 
Israel's major airbases have already been for the rehabilitation of a depressed neilh-
moved out of the Sinai and the new bases in bOrbood in J(iryat Ata. 
the Negev are going op even faster than the "When you think of this side of Israel, 
time table set for them. the other pales and fades away,'' he said 

•-we beticve - we have good reason to "There is an equivalence between the two. 
believe - that Sadat is irrevocably em- You get back on the track. rec&p(ure your 

----~--~-love.~ .......... ~·~· --~--~-~~~ 




